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FORM Q

CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION AS QUALIFIED PERSON TO PREPARE
MINING PLANS FOR QUARRYING MINOR MINERALS IN KERALA
(Issued under Rule 54 of the Kerala Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2015)

Swaraj Lane, R.C Junction, Kunnukuzhy, Thiruvananthapuram –
695 035, Kerala, having given satisfactory evidence of his qualification and
experience is hereby granted RECOGNITION under Rule 54 of the Kerala
Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2015 as qualified person to prepare Mining
Plans for quarrying minor minerals in Kerala.

The registration number is DMG/KERALA/RQP/4/2016

This recognition is valid for a period of 10 years ending 08/09/2026

T. K. Ramakrishnan
DIRECTOR OF MINING AND GEOLOGY [I/C]

Place: Thiruvananthapuram
Date: 09-09-2016